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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Exposed
by Judith Graves

tagged : law & crime, extreme sports, values & virtues

Raven is cunning, aggressive and whip-smart—she’s had to be to survive.

She was taken in at a young age by the boss of a car-theft ring, who rescued

her from a life of hell. For too long she’s believed she owes him everything

and used her uncanny urban climbing skills to train young recruits for what

she believes are victimless crimes. Until Raven discovers that his compassion

for the kids he wrangles into the ring is just a front, and they are all merely

tools of his trade, nothing more. W …
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WORLD OF BC BOOKS
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Exposed
by Judith Graves

tagged : law & crime, extreme sports, values & virtues

Raven is cunning, aggressive and whip-smart—she’s had to be to survive.

She was taken in at a young age by the boss of a car-theft ring, who rescued

her from a life of hell. For too long she’s believed she owes him everything

and used her uncanny urban climbing skills to train young recruits for what

she believes are victimless crimes. Until Raven discovers that his compassion

for the kids he wrangles into the ring is just a front, and they are all merely

tools of his trade, nothing more. W …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Burned
by Natasha Deen

tagged : law & crime, homelessness & poverty, orphans & foster homes

Two years ago, Josie Smith’s life went up in smoke.

Literally. Everyone and everything she ever loved burned in a fire—one set

by a crooked cop. To survive, Josie’s been living under the radar as a

homeless kid while trying to find a way to knock the cop down a few notches

and put her on the other side of the prison bars. But time’s running out. A

pimp’s got his eye on Josie, and if she doesn’t get off the streets soon, she’ll

be the one brought down. Her salvation and the key to th …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Burned
by Natasha Deen

tagged : orphans & foster homes, law & crime, homelessness & poverty

Two years ago, Josie Smith’s life went up in smoke.

Literally. Everyone and everything she ever loved burned in a fire—one set

by a crooked cop. To survive, Josie’s been living under the radar as a

homeless kid while trying to find a way to knock the cop down a few notches

and put her on the other side of the prison bars. But time’s running out. A

pimp’s got his eye on Josie, and if she doesn’t get off the streets soon, she’ll

be the one brought down. Her salvation and the key to th …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Unleashed
by Sigmund Brouwer

tagged : law & crime, general (see also headings under social themes), sexual abuse)

Jace has it all—money, cars and status. What he doesn’t have is a happy
home life.

Forced to protect his brother from an abusive father and a neglectful mother,

Jace lives a double life on the wrong side of the tracks, learning to box and

trying to survive on his own merits while plotting to expose his father as the

monster he is. Working reluctantly with two girls who have their own

thoughts of vengeance, Jace finds that he is not as alone as he thought and that

there are people he can trus …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Unleashed
by Sigmund Brouwer

tagged : general (see also headings under social themes), sexual abuse), law & crime

Jace has it all—money, cars and status. What he doesn’t have is a happy
home life.

Forced to protect his brother from an abusive father and a neglectful mother,

Jace lives a double life on the wrong side of the tracks, learning to box and

trying to survive on his own merits while plotting to expose his father as the

monster he is. Working reluctantly with two girls who have their own

thoughts of vengeance, Jace finds that he is not as alone as he thought and that

there are people he can trus …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Raising the Stakes
by Trudee Romanek

tagged : theater, friendship, school & education

It’s the start of a new season for Harrington High’s improv team—and Chloe

is determined that this will be the year they make it all the way to the top. Her

teammates (who also happen to be her closest friends) are a talented bunch,

and she knows they can do it. They have to. Because getting to nationals is

Chloe’s best chance to prove—to her parents, to the improv scouts and, most

of all, to herself—that she has what it takes to succeed. Chloe is doing

everything she can to help her …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Raising the Stakes
by Trudee Romanek

tagged : theater, school & education, friendship

It’s the start of a new season for Harrington High’s improv team—and Chloe

is determined that this will be the year they make it all the way to the top. Her

teammates (who also happen to be her closest friends) are a talented bunch,

and she knows they can do it. They have to. Because getting to nationals is

Chloe’s best chance to prove—to her parents, to the improv scouts and, most

of all, to herself—that she has what it takes to succeed. Chloe is doing

everything she can to help her …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Shimmy
by Kari Jones

tagged : dance, values & virtues, friendship

Lila has always wanted a career in belly dance, so she is thrilled when she is

invited to join Dana Sajala’s competitive and prestigious studio. But dancing

at the new studio isn’t quite what she expected. Dana Sajala is a tough

teacher, and Lila finds the constant criticism stressful. On top of that, Lila

misses the dancers from her old troupe, and a rift is developing between her

and her best friend, Angela, who is not altogether sympathetic to Lila’s

struggles. Lila has always loved bel …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Shimmy
by Kari Jones

tagged : dance, values & virtues, friendship

Lila has always wanted a career in belly dance, so she is thrilled when she is

invited to join Dana Sajala’s competitive and prestigious studio. But dancing

at the new studio isn’t quite what she expected. Dana Sajala is a tough

teacher, and Lila finds the constant criticism stressful. On top of that, Lila

misses the dancers from her old troupe, and a rift is developing between her

and her best friend, Angela, who is not altogether sympathetic to Lila’s

struggles. Lila has always loved bel …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

At Ease
by Jeff Ross

tagged : music, self-esteem & self-reliance, non-classifiable

At fifteen, Will already knows he wants to spend his life playing classical
violin.

When Will is invited to take part in a summer program for young musicians,

he realizes it is a chance to make his dream a reality. But years of playing

only for Mr. Jorgensen, his elderly neighbor and mentor, haven’t prepared

Will for what will happen when he steps onto the stage. He never expected

the self-doubt that takes over his thoughts, or the fear of failure that makes his

hands shake and his heart race. …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

At Ease
by Jeff Ross

tagged : music, self-esteem & self-reliance

At fifteen, Will already knows he wants to spend his life playing classical
violin.

When Will is invited to take part in a summer program for young musicians,

he realizes it is a chance to make his dream a reality. But years of playing

only for Mr. Jorgensen, his elderly neighbor and mentor, haven’t prepared

Will for what will happen when he steps onto the stage. He never expected

the self-doubt that takes over his thoughts, or the fear of failure that makes his

hands shake and his heart race. …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Spirit Level
by Sarah N. Harvey

tagged : alternative family, dating & sex, siblings

Harriet (known as Harry) is a donor-conceived child who has never wanted to

reach out to her half-siblings or donor—until now. Feeling adrift after a

breakup with her long-time boyfriend, Harry tracks down her half-siblings,

two of whom are in Seattle, where Harriet lives. The first girl she meets is

fifteen–year-old Lucy, an effervescent half-Japanese dancer. Then she meets

Meredith, a troubled girl who is always accompanied by her best friend, Alex.

Harry and Alex are attracted to each oth …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Spirit Level
by Sarah N. Harvey

tagged : dating & sex, alternative family, siblings

Harriet (known as Harry) is a donor-conceived child who has never wanted to

reach out to her half-siblings or donor—until now. Feeling adrift after a

breakup with her long-time boyfriend, Harry tracks down her half-siblings,

two of whom are in Seattle, where Harriet lives. The first girl she meets is

fifteen–year-old Lucy, an effervescent half-Japanese dancer. Then she meets

Meredith, a troubled girl who is always accompanied by her best friend, Alex.

Harry and Alex are attracted to each oth …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

When Blood Lies
A Nicole Charles Mystery

by Linda L. Richards

tagged : women sleuths, crime, amateur sleuth

When Blood Lies is the second novel in a series of mysteries featuring
rookie reporter Nicole Charles.

Vancouver Post gossip columnist Nicole Charles is only slightly put out when

she discovers she’s been downsized. She figures she’s lucky to still have a

job. It just means she needs to get a desk so she can work out of her

apartment. But the desk she buys at auction proves to have more history than

she’d anticipated, and the cache she finds in a secret compartment in that desk

has links to …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Playing With Fire
A Claire Abbott Mystery

by Gail Anderson-Dargatz

tagged : women sleuths, crime, supernatural

Small-town journalist Claire Abbott has a sixth sense, what the fire chief calls

a "radar for crime." When a string of suspicious fires breaks out in town,

Claire thinks she knows who the firebug is. Or does she? She finds there is

much more to the story than she imagined. Worse, no one will believe her.

The firebug is getting bolder, and the fires he sets more dangerous. Claire is

now in a race against time to catch the arsonist in the act before he takes a

life.

Playing with Fire is the second …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Playing With Fire
A Claire Abbott Mystery

by Gail Anderson-Dargatz

tagged : women sleuths, supernatural, crime

Small-town journalist Claire Abbott has a sixth sense, what the fire chief calls

a "radar for crime." When a string of suspicious fires breaks out in town,

Claire thinks she knows who the firebug is. Or does she? She finds there is

much more to the story than she imagined. Worse, no one will believe her.

The firebug is getting bolder, and the fires he sets more dangerous. Claire is

now in a race against time to catch the arsonist in the act before he takes a

life.

Playing with Fire is the second …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Stepping Out
by Laura Langston

tagged : special needs, siblings

Laughter is fifteen-year-old Paige Larsson’s currency in life. It takes the sting

out of life’s tough stuff. It eases the pain of nasty comments, agonizing

moments in gym class and awkward pauses at parties. She likes it even more

when others laugh with her, so she’s become a YouTube comedy vlogger.

Now Paige is about to step out of her comfort zone and compete—live and

onstage—in the prestigious International Teens in Comedy festival. Winning

will give her the opportunity to work with …
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WORLD OF BC BOOKS

PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Stepping Out
by Laura Langston

tagged : special needs, siblings

Laughter is fifteen-year-old Paige Larsson’s currency in life. It takes the sting

out of life’s tough stuff. It eases the pain of nasty comments, agonizing

moments in gym class and awkward pauses at parties. She likes it even more

when others laugh with her, so she’s become a YouTube comedy vlogger.

Now Paige is about to step out of her comfort zone and compete—live and

onstage—in the prestigious International Teens in Comedy festival. Winning

will give her the opportunity to work with …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Haitian Graves
A Ray Robertson Mystery

by Vicki Delany

tagged : international mystery & crime, police procedural, crime

RCMP sergeant Ray Robertson is serving with the United Nations in Haiti, a

land of brilliant color and vibrant life, Vodou and vast above-ground

cemeteries. Ray’s job is to train the local police and assist investigations. One

call comes in from the home of a wealthy American businessman. The man

came home to find his beautiful, young Haitian wife floating face down in the

swimming pool. The American embassy and the Haitian police immediately

arrest the gardener, and the case is closed. But Ra …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Haitian Graves
Ray Robertson Mystery

by Vicki Delany

tagged : international mystery & crime, crime, police procedural

RCMP sergeant Ray Robertson is serving with the United Nations in Haiti, a

land of brilliant color and vibrant life, Vodou and vast above-ground

cemeteries. Ray’s job is to train the local police and assist investigations. One

call comes in from the home of a wealthy American businessman. The man

came home to find his beautiful, young Haitian wife floating face down in the

swimming pool. The American embassy and the Haitian police immediately

arrest the gardener, and the case is closed. But Ra …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

I.O.U. Dead
A Keno Kalder Mystery

by Michelle Wan

tagged : crime, urban life

Keno is twenty-three, a high-school dropout working as a rent collector for a

slum landlord. Apart from hitting on the office secretary, Cass, his life is

bleak. His job takes him into sad, mean places where kids wail, drunks fight

and women get beaten up. He works his territory with Jaco, who’s tougher

and shiftier than any of the folks they’re sent to shake rent out of.

One night Keno and Jaco finally catch up to one of their targets. But she’ll

never pay. She’s dead. Battered almost be …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

I.O.U. Dead
Keno Kalder Mystery

by Michelle Wan

tagged : crime, urban life

Keno is twenty-three, a high-school dropout working as a rent collector for a

slum landlord. Apart from hitting on the office secretary, Cass, his life is

bleak. His job takes him into sad, mean places where kids wail, drunks fight

and women get beaten up. He works his territory with Jaco, who’s tougher

and shiftier than any of the folks they’re sent to shake rent out of.

One night Keno and Jaco finally catch up to one of their targets. But she’ll

never pay. She’s dead. Battered almost be …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Betting Game
by Heather M. O'Connor

tagged : soccer, thrillers & suspense, non-classifiable

Jack’s a star player on an elite soccer team along with his brother, Alex.

The Lancers are on top of the league, even favored to win the National

Championship. But the game’s about to change. A slick bookie wins Jack’s

friendship and introduces him to illegal betting. Before long, Jack is hooked

on the adrenaline rush, and early wins convince him that gambling could

make him rich. Meanwhile, an ever-widening rift is forming between the two

brothers. Suddenly, Jack’s “system” fails and …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Betting Game
by Heather M. O'Connor

tagged : soccer, thrillers & suspense

Jack’s a star player on an elite soccer team along with his brother, Alex.

The Lancers are on top of the league, even favored to win the National

Championship. But the game’s about to change. A slick bookie wins Jack’s

friendship and introduces him to illegal betting. Before long, Jack is hooked

on the adrenaline rush, and early wins convince him that gambling could

make him rich. Meanwhile, an ever-widening rift is forming between the two

brothers. Suddenly, Jack’s “system” fails and …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Breaking Big
by Penny Draper

tagged : dance, self-esteem & self-reliance, non-classifiable

Will his big break kill his career before it even starts

Robin’s got everything it takes to be a principal dancer: the body, the feet, the

strength and the passion. But his devil-may-care attitude plays havoc with

discipline at the Premier Dance School. One more prank may be one too

many. That’s why everyone is shocked when he’s the only student dancer

picked to understudy with the company, even though the choice makes

sense—Robin is cast as Puck, the annoying trickster fairy in A Midsumm …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Breaking Big
by Penny Draper

tagged : dance, self-esteem & self-reliance

Will his big break kill his career before it even starts

Robin’s got everything it takes to be a principal dancer: the body, the feet, the

strength and the passion. But his devil-may-care attitude plays havoc with

discipline at the Premier Dance School. One more prank may be one too

many. That’s why everyone is shocked when he’s the only student dancer

picked to understudy with the company, even though the choice makes

sense—Robin is cast as Puck, the annoying trickster fairy in A Midsumm …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Bad Business
by Diane Dakers

tagged : business, careers, occupations, peer pressure, non-classifiable

Lindy has been working hard cleaning and doing odd jobs around the
neighborhood to earn money for a trip to the Arctic.

When Mrs. Naulty, an elderly client, mistakenly pays her a huge amount of

money, Lindy keeps it to pay the early-bird rate for her trip. It’s only when a

schoolmate learns what she did and starts blackmailing her that Lindy starts to

suffer for her actions.

This short novel is a high-interest, low-reading level book for middle-grade

readers who are building reading skills, want …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Bad Business
by Diane Dakers

tagged : business, careers, occupations, peer pressure

Lindy has been working hard cleaning and doing odd jobs around the
neighborhood to earn money for a trip to the Arctic.

When Mrs. Naulty, an elderly client, mistakenly pays her a huge amount of

money, Lindy keeps it to pay the early-bird rate for her trip. It’s only when a

schoolmate learns what she did and starts blackmailing her that Lindy starts to

suffer for her actions.

This short novel is a high-interest, low-reading level book for middle-grade

readers who are building reading skills, want …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Three Good Things
by Lois Peterson

tagged : depression & mental illness, homelessness & poverty

Leni has lived in so many different places in the last few years that she’s
not surprised when her mom wakes her in the middle of the night and
tells her to pack up her things.

The reason for this move? Her mom tells her they have won the lottery, and

they have to go underground. Leni is still not surprised when they end up in a

filthy motel. But when Leni makes a new friend and tries to explain their

lifestyle, she begins to understand just how messed up her life has become.
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Three Good Things
by Lois Peterson

tagged : depression & mental illness, homelessness & poverty

Leni has lived in so many different places in the last few years that she’s
not surprised when her mom wakes her in the middle of the night and
tells her to pack up her things.

The reason for this move? Her mom tells her they have won the lottery, and

they have to go underground. Leni is still not surprised when they end up in a

filthy motel. But when Leni makes a new friend and tries to explain their

lifestyle, she begins to understand just how messed up her life has become.
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Foolproof
by Diane Tullson

tagged : law & crime, violence, contemporary

Seventeen-year-old Daniel’s new girlfriend says she loves him, that she’d do

anything for him. She makes Daniel feel like anything is possible. So he

ignores her lies. It’s not like Cyn is a bad person. Then Daniel finds out that

Cyn has been using him to move drugs across the border.

Foolproof is a tough book about the consequences of gang life that asks

readers to consider the line between taking risks and taking lives. Daniel

crosses that line and learns a hard lesson—that no one ever …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Foolproof
by Diane Tullson

tagged : contemporary, violence, law & crime

Seventeen-year-old Daniel’s new girlfriend says she loves him, that she’d do

anything for him. She makes Daniel feel like anything is possible. So he

ignores her lies. It’s not like Cyn is a bad person. Then Daniel finds out that

Cyn has been using him to move drugs across the border.

Foolproof is a tough book about the consequences of gang life that asks

readers to consider the line between taking risks and taking lives. Daniel

crosses that line and learns a hard lesson—that no one ever …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Centerville
by Jeff Rud

tagged : basketball, school & education, non-classifiable

Basketball-crazy Jake Burnett is thrilled to be leaving home to attend the
prestigious Centerville Prep.

It’s an opportunity to pursue his hoop dreams at the highest level. But things

aren’t quite as advertised at his new school, and Jake soon finds himself

struggling both on and off the court. At first, Jake is determined to play harder

and ignore the warning signs. Until he discovers that his new head coach is a

scam artist, putting kids at risk for his own gain. Now Jake has a difficult ch

…
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Centerville
by Jeff Rud

tagged : basketball, school & education

Basketball-crazy Jake Burnett is thrilled to be leaving home to attend the
prestigious Centerville Prep.

It’s an opportunity to pursue his hoop dreams at the highest level. But things

aren’t quite as advertised at his new school, and Jake soon finds himself

struggling both on and off the court. At first, Jake is determined to play harder

and ignore the warning signs. Until he discovers that his new head coach is a

scam artist, putting kids at risk for his own gain. Now Jake has a difficult ch

…
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

The Goddaughter Caper
A Gina Gallo Mystery

by Melodie Campbell

tagged : women sleuths, humorous, amateur sleuth

In , Gina Gallo finds herself embroiled in her family'sThe Goddaughter Caper

shady dealings when a body turns up at her uncle’s restaurant. But it’s just the

beginning of her problems. Strange things keep happening in Steeltown. A

body shows up in the trunk of Gina’s car. Another is mistakenly shipped to

her cousin Nico’s new store. And then Gina and Nico stumble across a stash

of empty coffins! Worse, everything mysteriously points to her own retired

relatives from the Holy Cannoli Reti …
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PaperbackeBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

On Cue
Orca Currents

by Cristy Watson

tagged : special needs, theater

Randi wants to be an actress and is excited about practicing her craft in drama

class. So she is devastated to learn the program has been cut. When her

friends put together a successful proposal to have drama class taught as an

extracurricular activity, Randi is thrilled. Until the reality sinks in.

Extracurriculars are scheduled after school, and after school Randi is expected

to take care of her special-needs brother. Can Randi find a way to make it all

work out?
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

On Cue
by Cristy Watson

tagged : special needs, theater, siblings

Can Randi find a way to make it all work out?

Randi wants to be an actress and is excited about practicing her craft in drama

class. So she is devastated to learn the program has been cut. When her

friends put together a successful proposal to have drama class taught as an

extracurricular activity, Randi is thrilled—until reality sinks in.

Extracurriculars are scheduled after school, and after school, Randi is

expected to take care of her brother, Toby, who is autistic. Will Randi have to

choos …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Camp Disaster
by Frieda Wishinsky

tagged : bullying, camping & outdoor activities, non-classifiable

Charlotte Summers is sure that summer camp is going to be a disaster.

And she’s right. But it’s not as disastrous for her as it is for her counselor,

Abby. Abby has no control over the girls in her charge. The control is held by

the cabin’s mean girl. Charlotte realizes that she could tip the balance of

power and unseat the bully, but does she have the courage to go for it?

This short novel is a high-interest, low-reading level book for middle-grade

readers who are building reading skills, w …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Camp Disaster
by Frieda Wishinsky

tagged : bullying, camping & outdoor activities

Charlotte Summers is sure that summer camp is going to be a disaster.

And she’s right. But it’s not as disastrous for her as it is for her counselor,

Abby. Abby has no control over the girls in her charge. The control is held by

the cabin’s mean girl. Charlotte realizes that she could tip the balance of

power and unseat the bully, but does she have the courage to go for it?

This short novel is a high-interest, low-reading level book for middle-grade

readers who are building reading skills, w …
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CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Leggings Revolt
by Polak, Monique

tagged : values & virtues, school & education, politics & government

Eric and his buddies have left behind their all boys school to attend high

school with girls. Eager to find his place in this exciting new world, Eric joins

the student life committee, unaware that he is expected to enforce the school’s

strict dress code. The dress code is particularly harsh on the girls he is keen to

get to know. Eric finds this awkward, but it’s nothing compared to the

position he finds himself in when the whole school revolts.
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Leggings Revolt
by Polak, Monique

tagged : values & virtues, school & education, politics & government

Eric and his buddies have left behind their all boys school to attend high

school with girls. Eager to find his place in this exciting new world, Eric joins

the student life committee, unaware that he is expected to enforce the school’s

strict dress code. The dress code is particularly harsh on the girls he is keen to

get to know. Eric finds this awkward, but it’s nothing compared to the

position he finds himself in when the whole school revolts.
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CANADIAN INDIES

PaperbackeBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Lost
by John Wilson

tagged : exploration & discovery, polar regions, mysteries & detective stories

Sam and Annabel are pleased when they are selected to take a cruise to the

Arctic. And they are thrilled when they learn that the cruise will take them

past a site connected to the most famous mystery in Arctic history: the

Franklin Expedition. But things on the cruise are not what they seem. When

Sam and Annabel make a startling discovery on a small island close to where

archaeologists are diving on the wreck of the , one of the Franklin’sErebus

ships, they are confronted by an old enemy. Iso …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Lost
by John Wilson

tagged : exploration & discovery, mysteries & detective stories, polar regions

Sam and Annabel are pleased when they are selected to take a cruise to
the Arctic.

They are thrilled when they learn that the cruise will take them past a site

connected to the most famous mystery in Arctic history: the Franklin

Expedition. But things on the cruise are not what they seem. When Sam and

Annabel make a startling discovery on a small island close to where

archaeologists are diving on the wreck of the , one of the Franklin’sErebus

ships, they are confronted by an old enemy. Isolated …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Beethoven's Tenth
A Frank Ryan Mystery

by Brian Harvey

tagged : crime, amateur sleuth

Piano tuner Frank Ryan is paid in kind by an aging music teacher with an old

manuscript that turns out to be Beethoven’s Tenth Symphony. Launched into

a world of intrigue and violence, Ryan, an unlikely sleuth, realizes he must

use his wits to conquer his enemies and solve the mystery of the manuscript.

In the process Ryan discovers whom he can trust and what he is made of. The

first in a series featuring Frank Ryan,  is a smartBeethoven’s Tenth

page-turner.
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Beethoven's Tenth
A Frank Ryan Mystery

by Brian Harvey

tagged : crime, amateur sleuth

Piano tuner Frank Ryan is paid in kind by an aging music teacher with an old

manuscript that turns out to be Beethoven’s Tenth Symphony. Launched into

a world of intrigue and violence, Ryan, an unlikely sleuth, realizes he must

use his wits to conquer his enemies and solve the mystery of the manuscript.

In the process Ryan discovers whom he can trust and what he is made of. The

first in a series featuring Frank Ryan,  is a smartBeethoven’s Tenth

page-turner.
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

The Blue Dragon
A Peter Strand Mystery

by Ronald Tierney

tagged : private investigators, crime, asian american

A murder at the Blue Dragon, a small apartment building in San Francisco’s

Chinatown, prompts the absentee owner to hire Chinese American Peter

Strand to calm the anxious tenants. But Strand isn’t exactly what he appears

to be. Neither are the tenants, who on the surface seem to be regular people

going about their lives. Strand, a forensic accountant by trade, doesn’t intend

to investigate the murder, but he soon realizes that this isn’t a gang-related

killing, as the police believe. The …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

The Blue Dragon
A Peter Strand Mystery

by Ronald Tierney

tagged : private investigators, asian american, crime

A murder at the Blue Dragon, a small apartment building in San Francisco’s

Chinatown, prompts the absentee owner to hire Chinese American Peter

Strand to calm the anxious tenants. But Strand isn’t exactly what he appears

to be. Neither are the tenants, who on the surface seem to be regular people

going about their lives. Strand, a forensic accountant by trade, doesn’t intend

to investigate the murder, but he soon realizes that this isn’t a gang-related

killing, as the police believe. The …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

The Boardwalk
A Gulliver Dowd Mystery

by Reed Farrel Coleman

tagged : private investigators, police procedural, crime

Gulliver Dowd is finally on the verge of unraveling the mystery behind his

sister's murder when the man who is supposed to give him the scoop, NYPD

Detective Sam Patrick, is gunned down on the Coney Island Boardwalk. As

Dowd delves into Patrick's accidental shooting, he uncovers a pattern of

corruption and deceit involving organized crime and the police. But there are

tough choices to be made. Just how much is Gulliver willing to sacrifice in

order to find out why his sister was murdered and to …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Chick: Lister
by Alex Van Tol

tagged : depression & mental illness, school & education

Key Selling Points

New, enhanced features (dyslexia-friendly font, cream paper, larger trim

size) to increase reading accessibility for dyslexic and other striving

readers.
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